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NO ACTION, NO SOLUTION
AIR QUALITY IN THE IMPERIAL VALLEY

A

Agricultural burn in Imperial County

COMITE CIVICO DEL VALLE

Air pollutants in the Imperial Valley impact the public’s health and can be exceedingly dangerous to young ones, elderly, and those living with certain medical conditions.
These pollutants can cause a variety of lung diseases and respiratory problems including emphysema and asthma, as well as inducing brain and nervous system damage.
Air pollutants also affect those with chronic allergies by irritating the eyes, nose, and
throat, and even causing rashes or hives. Every year, our local hospitals and clinics are
overwhelmed with patients complaining of respiratory issues, exacerbations to asthma,
chronic coughing and such. Residents of the Imperial Valley have come to expect this as

a result of living here. Many are referred
to local specialists or over the mountains to San Diego professionals. Some
have even made the decision to relocate
permanently.
According to CaliforniaBreathing.
org, approximately 23,000 people in the
Imperial County have been diagnosed
with asthma; 28% of which are children
under the age of 18. Asthma is a chronic
disease that inflames airways and causes
recurrent wheezing, coughing, difficulty
breathing, and chest tightness. Asthma
attacks can be mild to deadly. The Imperial County has the highest rate of both
emergency visits and hospitalizations for
asthma among school-age children in the
state of California.
Speaking from personal experience,
living with asthma is very burdensome.
Leaving the house without an inhaler is
not an option. When the air quality is low,
it can be very hard to try to catch your
breath throughout the day. When I was
younger, nebulizer breathing treatments
were very common for me. The nebulizer
machine was extremely daunting for me
because it was loud and had the tendency
to make me feel jittery and shaky. Asthma is very common in my family, affecting
my older cousin, my younger sister, my
grandfather, and myself. I also live with
chronic severe environmental allergies.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

BY BIRGITTA JANSEN

THE DEATH VALLEY FLOWER BLOOM
SO MUCH WE DON’T KNOW

I

NEAL NURMI

In October 2015, Death Valley National Park experienced the wettest October on record. Four violent storm systems hit the Park starting October 4th and ending with a
spectacular rain event in Grapevine Canyon on October 18th. During the months that
followed, many Park staff were immersed in dealing with the destruction wrought by
Park-wide floods and subsequent recovery. There was some speculation about a flower
season, but given the unpredictability of these events, Park staff knew all too well that
there are no guarantees. A cold snap at the wrong time could change everything. But
in November there was a report of Beavertail cacti in bloom. “Unusual” remarked Park
staffers and went about their business. In December someone took note of Desert Gold
blooming along Highway 190. “Kind of early isn’t it?” was the general comment.
But on a sunny day in January 2016, Charlie Callagan, Death Valley’s Wilderness Coordinator, returned from a scouting trip in the south end of the Park. This is where Park
staff customarily go to see if there are flowers coming up. If there’s going to be a flower
season at all, this is where the first seedlings tend to occur, and the first flowers show
their colors. The key to these early starters is the sandy hills covered by dark basalt rocks
in the Ashford Mill area. Sand holds more moisture than other soil in the desert, and dark
rocks hold the sun’s warmth; a most enticing combination for the stirrings of life.

NEAL NURMI
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resembled flowering bushes instead of annual wildflowers.
Not only was this bloom a feast for the eyes, but visitors were also treated to a remarkable olfactory experience. Gentle air currents carried the sweet scent of honeyed
nectar which intensified towards evening. “Who needs perfume?” exclaimed a visitor.
“This is the real thing!”
But something seemed to be lacking: the constant buzzing of insects that usually
accompanies a vigorous bloom. When Terry Griswold, a native bee researcher from the
USDA’s Pollinating Insects Research Unit in Logan, Utah, heard the news about the bloom,
he rushed south to Death Valley full of anticipation. He wandered around in the fields of
flowers, but much to his surprise and disappointment, he found not one native bee. He
commented: “There were a few honey bees around Warm Springs Camp but they aren’t
native.” With the exception of a few flies, silence reigned. Even the usual moths and
butterflies were nowhere to be seen. A magnificent banquet had been readied with
great care, but no one came to eat. “Where are the pollinators?” became a frequently
asked question.
Some Park staff felt that the bloom was four to six weeks early. If this was the case,
and this can only be speculation, it meant that the pollinators were on their own schedule and missed the significant period of time when the flowers were at their peak. Yet
others, such as Drew Kaiser, a former Death Valley botanist now at Mojave Preserve, and
Josh Hoines, Chief of Resources Management in Death Valley, were quite certain that the
bloom was right on time.
Alan Van Valkenburg, a senior Interpretive Ranger who worked in the Park for approximately twenty-five years, recalled that in 2005, when the Death Valley also experienced a super-bloom, “It seemed that the pollinators appeared on the scene after the
bloom was well underway. But in 2005, there was a significant difference in that there
CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Honeybee on Spruce Bush. This picture was taken late in the season and at a
higher altitude than the others.
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But Charlie had more news than
about the usual and prolific Desert Gold
sunflowers reaching purposefully for the
sky. He enthusiastically exclaimed to everyone who would listen: “I’ve never seen
anything like this! Along Warm Springs
Canyon Road, there are thousands of little Desert Five Spot plants coming up! No,
no, not thousands, millions! In all the time
I’ve been here I’ve never seen this!” And
that is saying something because Charlie
has lived and worked in the Park for 25
years. He advised Park staff: “Give it another few weeks. There’ll be Desert Five
Spots covering the hillsides.” He was right
– there were. Social media got the word
out at warp speed. As the plants were
growing, visitation increased. Soon the
alluvial fans in the Park’s south end were
covered in yellow. The number of visitors
entering the park set all-time records. In
this dry and arid place with frequent desiccating winds, where existence of all life
is on the thinnest edge of possibility, each
flower is pure magic. Millions of flowers
are beyond comprehension. After four
years of drought, the landscape was blazing in color.
There were several aspects of this
bloom that made it stupendous. Some
visitors and Park staff who witnessed the
2005 bloom, observed that this bloom
appeared to have an even greater variety
of species than they had seen at earlier
times. In some places astonished visitors
were able to count as many as seven or
eight different species within a space
measuring four square feet. And then, in
a few locations, many plants were three
to five times their normal size with multiple branches not normally seen. It was a
startling sight to behold.
During February and March 2016,
the Warm Springs Canyon fan at the
Park’s south end exploded in a yellow
sea of flowers as far as the eye could see.
Interspersed with yellow, a color said to
be more visible to insects, were patches
of white, lavender, purple and blue. The
variations of pink were countless. The size
of the plants left visitors only one word
in their vocabulary: “Wow!” Desert Five
Spot plants, normally 4 to 16 inches high
at best, were 2 ½ feet high with multiple
branches. One particular adventurous
Gravel Ghost was measured to be 3 ½
feet high, and there were Phacelias that
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BY TERRY WEINER

THE DESERT’S LONGEST-LIVED
CONSERVATION ORGANIZATION
LOOKING BACKWARD AND LOOKING FORWARD

Beginnings
The Desert Protective Council (DPC) was established at a
meeting on October 23, 1954, around a campfire at the base of
the Santa Rosa Mountains in southern California. But the DPC’s
conception actually began a bit earlier than that. Harry C. James,
who eventually became a DPC President, started an outdoor
organization for boys in 1913-14 called the Trailfinders. Several
times each year, Trailfinders sponsored a Conservation Forum to
which many adult Trailfinders’ alumni and representatives of other outdoor organizations came to talk about “the many matters
connected with preservation of our outdoor heritage.” This led to
the meeting on October 23 when the DPC was born.
Some of the most outspoken conservationists of the day
were present including Edmund Jaeger, Dr. Ernest Tinkham, Dr.
Henry Weber, Harry James, and Randall Henderson. The initial
discussion was about how best to protect Joshua Tree National
Monument and other desert landscapes threatened by development and exploitation.
DPC founders understood that without knowledge and actual experience of the desert, they would be fighting a losing battle
in convincing the public, land managers, and legislators to protect the desert from exploitation. Humans will only stand up for
that which they know and love. Thus the heart of DPC’s mission
was desert education. The DPC aimed to cultivate appreciation, a
sense of wonder, and a desire to protect the unique features of
the desert.
DPC in a Nutshell
The Desert Protective Council was formally incorporated as
a non-profit 501(c)(4) membership organization in July, 1955. The
founding group decided that the DPC would be funded by membership dues and managed by a volunteer board. They agreed
that incorporation as a c4 would suit their goals better than a c3
because the organization wanted to be able to speak out on all
issues and involve itself in political lobbying as necessary without
constraint.
Original membership dues were $1.00 annually, which included the ability to vote on all important policy decisions and
changes to by-laws, an invitation to the annual membership
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meeting, and a subscription to El Paisano, the quarterly newsletter. The DPC chose the roadrunner for the newsletter masthead. The roadrunner is pervasive throughout the west and early
westerners affectionately called the bird Paisano or countryman,
hence the origin of the mascot.
Some of the problems DPC tackled in the early years, such
as the threat from uranium mining in Joshua Tree and the battle
to save the Grand Canyon from a dam, have become history, but
new threats to the desert have arisen that could not have been
conceived of in the 1950s. Exploitation of the desert for minerals,
desert ground water, military expansion, poaching, rampant resort development, industrialization by massive energy projects
and transmission lines, new freeways, and ORV recreation continue to fragment desert habitats.
A very few highlights of major campaigns over the decades
DPC participated actively in the crafting of the 1976 Federal Lands Policy and Management Act (FLPMA). Prior to the
passage of FLPMA, there was no Bureau of Land Management
and no organized protection of America’s vast public lands. Of
course, the “multiple use mandate,” allowing for a stunning array
of “uses,” is turning out to be the Achilles’ heel of FLPMA,
The Desert Protective Council was an active participant
in the crafting of the California Desert Plan in 1980. This was a
major campaign, and through letters and lobbying by DPC members, additional protective language was added to the original
bill which established the California Desert Conservation Area
CONTINUED ON PAGE 9

Students at Camp Borrego in Anza Borrego State Park
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How on earth was a tiny, scrappy non-profit desert conservation
organization, unheard of by most westerners, funded mainly by
membership dues, and run by volunteers for most of its 62 years,
able to make its voice heard on so many wide-ranging proposals
in the Mojave and Sonoran desert public lands?

BY LAURA CUNNINGHAM

DESERT CONSERVATION AND
BASIN & RANGE WATCH
CONSERVING DESERT ECOSYSTEMS AND QUALITY OF LIFE

ARTWORK BY LAURA CUNNINGHAM

“Mr. President, We have a question.”

A DRECP public meeting in Ridgecrest in which Basin &
Range Watch participated. The photo shows the public
and agency personnel looking at maps of the desert.

LAURA CUNNINGHAM

T

The southwestern deserts of North America hold a special fascination for many people: the stark and colorful landscapes, the
diversity of specialized plant and animal species, the cultures and
history, the open vistas, the ability to explore arid wilderness far
from cities. This is how I came to see the Mojave Desert in 1985 on
a University of California at Berkeley zoology field trip (a course
taught originally by herpetologist Robert Stebbins). We camped
at the Granite Mountains in the East Mojave Scenic Region, long
before it became Mojave National Preserve. I was enchanted and
wanted to absorb as much as I could of this land, and make sure
it stayed this way—wild and vast—forever.
Over the years I came to the desert often, and brought
friends. We explored as many places as we could: Joshua Tree
National Park, Anza-Borrego Desert State Park, the Algodones
Dunes, the Owens Valley, the Colorado River, the Mojave River,
the Amargosa River, the Grand Canyon, and north up into the
Great Basin—and many places with no name. I always felt there
was more to learn about this land of mysterious jagged mountains and broad basins dotted with creosote or sagebrush. We
identified birds and lizards, marveled at sightings of bighorn
sheep, sketched plants, took notes and photos, hiked, tried not to
get stuck in the sand, watched the sunset colors on rock ridges,
and admired primordial starlit night skies in camp, always wanting to explore deeper.
I later met and married Kevin Emmerich, who was a park
ranger at Death Valley National Park. We formed Basin & Range
Watch in 2008 as an informational grassroots website to educate

people about the issues surrounding the desert. In 2016 we became a 501(c)(3) nonprofit with the goal of conserving our desert ecosystems and the quality of life of local communities, while
emphasizing sustainable ways of living (such as rooftop solar, the
best form of renewable energy). We also advocate for water conservation and for the best possible management of our public
lands, using science.
Basin & Range Watch has commented on over 50 development and energy projects and other actions on desert public
lands to agencies that are concerned with the California Desert.
We have also participated in hundreds of federal and state agency public meetings and hearings.
Our group specializes in “ground-truthing” proposed project
sites and reporting our findings to the public, so that everyone
can be well informed about how to comment during agency review periods. We have pioneered citizen science monitoring of
energy projects in the desert, making these first-hand reports
available to the public via our website and social media. We have
submitted extensive comments to the California Energy Commission and Bureau of Land Management on utility-scale renewable
energy projects on California desert ecosystems, including original ground checks, mapping, repeat photography, and field work
on project sites. All of these have contributed to an increase in the
recognition of impacts to resources such as biological soil crusts,
Mojave fringe-toed lizard sand habitats, golden eagle nesting
populations, desert tortoise genetic connectivity linkages, rare
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BY PARKE & LINDA EWING

OCOTILLO WIND ENERGY FACILITY
WRONG FROM THE START

T

The Ocotillo Wind Energy Facility (OWEF)1 is an utility scale project placed on 12,436 acres
near Ocotillo, California, of which 10,151 acres are public land managed by the Bureau
of Land Management (BLM). Let’s not forget the towns of Ocotillo and NoMirage. Not
huge towns, but home to 266 residents who chose the solitude, the quietness, and the
beauty of the ever-changing seasons. Much of this beauty, along with the ecosystem,
has been sacrificed.
This wind energy facility now consists of 112 Siemens 2.3-108 MW Industrial Wind
Turbines (IWT), which means each IWT was rated to produce 2.3 Megawatts (MW), and
the blade swept area is 108 meters in diameter (354.331’). At a later date, the rating
was increased to 2.7 MW per tower, very likely to meet the minimum installed capacity
required by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) if San Diego Gas & Electric
(SDG&E) is to meet their mandated renewable energy requirements.
The nacelle, which houses moving and support components such as the gearbox,
generator, and main shaft, sits on top of a round tapered steel tower 80m (262.467’)
above the ground. The 173’ long blades are held in place at a hub which is attached to the
end of the nacelle. The total height of the wind turbine when a blade is in the 12 o’clock
position is about 438’. The base of the tower is 15’ in diameter and houses the inverter
and control equipment. Two cooling fans are placed outside of the base under the entry
stairway, and the transformer is placed on the ground next to the base. More data can
be found at Wikipedia2 and at the Siemens’ link3. All these links are posted in the “Notes”
section online at www.desertreport.org.
Public Involvement
How did this happen? Initially, when we first heard about this project, we were told
by Pattern Energy officials and by project documentation that we, the residents, would
not be impacted by the turbine facility because it would be located five miles away from
the Ocotillo Community. Five miles? That’s an acceptable distance. My wife and I now
have turbines that reside one-half a mile from our house and with most less than one

Somewhere on this map is a community now surrounded by industrial project.
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mile from the community on all sides.
There were so many maps presented during the different meetings with
the various Imperial County departments
that confusion ran rampant when someone asked which map represented the
location of the turbines for this project.
During a scoping meeting, a meeting
designed to gain input from every single
entity, person, department, or facility that
may be impacted by this project, the residents were not allowed to speak. Instead,
we were instructed to write our questions
on a post card, and they would be addressed at a later time. When?
Ground Disturbances
Now let’s talk about the turbine access roads. Initial discussions and documentation indicated that these roads
would be thirty-six feet wide and then narrowed to sixteen feet once the project was
complete. In addition there would be an
additional fifteen feet on either one side or
both sides for the electrical collection lines
from each turbine. Some roads ended up
being up to 113 feet wide. The disturbance
caused to Native American sites and to
wildlife has been recorded many times4.5.
Many homeowners have felt the
need to purchase flood insurance, in the
middle of the desert. Residents feel that
Pattern Energy was allowed to change
the drainage patterns that will affect the
alluvial fans, causing flooding by diversion of rain runoff. Construction of forty-two miles of access roads and an additional eighty-two miles of collection lines
has stripped the water absorbing desert
crust, creating the potential for flooding
in areas that have been safe in past years.
Initial Wind Estimates
The next indiscretion that made itself
known were the wind values. The wind val-

Mechanical failures
The OWEF has been plagued by mechanical problems. On
May 16, 2013, a 173’ long wind turbine blade was thrown off of
Turbine 156. The cause was determined to be a fiberglass root
segment curing problem. Ten wind turbine blades were ultimately replaced at Ocotillo Wind. Many people familiar with the facility
believe that the blade problem was due to the “fast tracking” of
the facility to enable Ocotillo Express LLC to complete the project
by the end of 2012, so they could qualify for the 1603 Cash Grant
offered by the Department of Energy.
On January 15, 2015, Turbine 110 had a major fire. The cause
of the fire was never revealed. The entire turbine was eventually
replaced. The turbine did not generate power for nine months.
On November 21, 2016, Turbine 126 collapsed entirely. It
was later confirmed to have been caused by a turbine blade striking the side of the tower. According to the Ocotillo Wind website,
a shear stiffener inside of the blade was found to have failed. The
Ocotillo Wind website8 stated that the turbine actually collapsed
“in the Designated Safe Zone.” There are easily twelve wind turbine sites where BLM designated trails fall within that so-called
designated safe zone. Potentially, a person could be killed under
any of the Ocotillo Wind Turbines since the entire area is open to
the public.
The OWEF has been plagued with oil leaks. The residents of
Ocotillo have counted over seventy turbines with oil leaks at towers and countless hydraulic oil leaks on the blades, many of them
considered to be significant by the Imperial County Environmental Task Force. Additionally failures of yaw drives (which orient
the blades into the wind) have caused problems. Eight gearboxes
have been replaced since the facility became 100% operational
along with hundreds of yaw drives.

ues were incorrectly stated – records were from the Desert View
Tower located ten miles up the Interstate Highway grade from
Ocotillo and approximately another 2500 feet higher than the
desert valley where the project is located. How were they allowed
to use those numbers? Three years of data have shown that these
turbines are not generating the power that was projected.
Production Shortfall
During the permitting process, differing estimate were given for the energy production of the facility depending upon who
made the estimate and for whom they were intended. Ultimately
Patten Energy stated that the OWEF would have a capacity factor of 34% (meaning that over time it would produce 34% of its
maximum rated output at full sunlight) and that it would produce
2673 gigawatt hours (GWh) of energy in its first three years. In
fact, the actual capacity factor during this period was 21%, and
the total energy produced was 1438 GWh, far below the projected figures. This was in spite of receiving $115,890,946 dollars
from the Department of Energy’s 1603 Cash Grant Program6 in
lieu of the Production Tax Credits and $110,000,000 from the Border Environmental Cooperation Commission7.
During the BLM scoping period for the project, many comments were submitted. The majority of these were in opposition
to the OWEF. Comments that favored the facility were mostly
based on the jobs and economic benefits that the facility would
provide. A small minority of the comments favored the facility
because of the sustainable renewable energy benefits. Those
claims were based on the “Installed Capacity,” which is the maximum power which the facility can generate at full daytime sunlight, and an expected capacity factor of 34%. Ocotillo Wind, as
stated previously, has fallen far short of predictions.
Current electricity generation for the residents of California
relies on a mix of energy production technologies including: coal
(7.7%), natural gas (41.9%), nuclear (13.9%), other renewables
(13.7%), hydroelectric (10.8%), and others (12.0%). Based on nearly 204,000 GWh of net power generation in California in 2010,
the average annual production of 479 GWh by the Ocotillo facility
represents only 0.2 percent of California’s total. It is reasonable
to wonder if the negative consequences of the project can be justified by this small contribution.

JIM PELLEY
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Ocotillo Wind Turbine 126 Collapse on Nov. 21, 2016.

Visual Blight
The bright red blinking lights of Ocotillo Wind are required
by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and can be seen
from the southern portion of the Salton Sea, over seventy miles
away. Nobody lives in the desert to view wind turbine lights blinking in unison all night long. Pattern Energy promised the community a lighting control system which would be radar activated only

Typical of the hydraulic oil at the base of the blades
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AIR QUALITY IN THE IMPERIAL VALLEY
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Fugitive dust along the Salton Sea

Since the Imperial Valley is predominantly an agricultural community, the area is flat, dry, and open with few trees
to buffer the impact when high winds blow. Everyday, fields
are burned which blows smoke, pollen, dust, and fumes of burning pesticides into the air we breath. Fine dust and soil from
empty abandoned fields also enter our air supply with even the
slightest breeze.
In the early 1950s, air pollution management was initiated
to help reduce the effects of pollution on residents in California.
Today there are over one hundred air monitoring stations in the
state of California. In the center plaza of Brawley Union High
School, there is an air quality flag that is changed every single
day according to the data from imperialvalleyair.org. There are
small steps being taken to help inform the community about the
quality of our air from day to day. However, not much is being
done to eliminate pollutants in the air. The County of Imperial has mandated that all dirt roads should be watered down in
order to prevent excessive dust, as well as any vehicles driving
down roads along fields must follow a strict slow speed limit as
to avoid working up dust.
If you asked me how important I thought it was to take steps
in improving our air quality in the valley, I would say that it is crucial that we, the Imperial Valley, as well as the bordering counties,
work together in addressing the current exacerbations along
with any future issues that may arise. Being that we are one of
the top agricultural areas in the state of California, we need to
make the appropriate improvements for the future of agriculture
as well as the safety for those residing here. With the support of
these air quality alerts, county rules and regulations, Department
of Motor Vehicles regulations, and local healthcare resources, we
can join forces in improving the condition of our air and educate
our community in the importance of it. If nothing is done about
our air problems, citizens of the valley will eventually be driven
out permanently due to major health problems that will without
a doubt arise.

CRAIG DEUTSCHE

Air Quality flag at Brawley Union High School. This
photo was taken the day following a rain when the air
was unusually clear.

USGS

As a child, I was tested for all sorts of different irritants, and came
up positive for almost all outdoor allergens. Upon consultation
with an asthma and allergy specialist, I was informed that I am
living in the worst possible area for a person with allergies and
asthma. The only solution for this would be to move out of this
geographical area. I can’t imagine how many others in the county suffer from the same dilemma. The Imperial County offers a
website program that individuals with chronic respiratory issues
can utilize free of charge to check when air quality throughout
the Imperial Valley is at unsafe levels. Alerts can be sent via email,
text, or cell phone. The website to sign up for these alerts is:
http://www.imperialvalleyair.org/airalert.cfm.
Air pollutants in the valley arise from many different origins, including local agricultural fields, Mexico, and the Salton
Sea. The Salton Sea has become one of the largest problems in
Southern California. The Sea has progressively been shrinking for
years now and it’s shoreline is expected to recede between three
and twenty feet more in the near future. As the Sea continues to
evaporate, it is exposing its toxic floor. Arsenic, selenium, chromium, zinc, lead, and pesticides, including DDT, an insecticide that
has been banned for nearly forty years, are all found on the lake
bottom. If the Salton Sea were to completely dry up, all of those
pernicious chemicals would be exposed. At least 21,120 acres of
sediments would be at the mercy of hot, dry, desert winds. These
tiny particles could then be inhaled by individuals and pose as
a deadly health hazard. Dust blown from the Salton Sea could
reach from the Imperial County to the eastern Riverside County and beyond. This dust would be a much greater problem and
cause more harm to residents than the Owen’s lake incident in
the 1920’s.

The author, Emily Swaim, is a senior at Brawley Union High School,
and is an avid outdoor lover. She is also a member of the National
Society of High School Scholars and the Brawley Chapter FFA. She
plans to continue into higher education with the goal of becoming a
veterinary technician.
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THE DESERT’S LONGEST-LIVED CONSERVATION ORGANIZATION
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

(CDCA). The CDCA, by creating use classes for various parts of
the desert, added a layer of protection to millions of acres of the
California Desert
DPC was a major player in the eight-year battle to pass
the California Desert Protection Act (CDPA) of 1994. Longterm Advisory Panel member, Frank Wheat, has written the classic history of the passage of the CDPA: California Desert Miracle, a
must-read for those interested in learning just what is involved in
passing land protection laws in this country.
Two long-term DPC members, Tasker and Beulah Edmiston,
worked with the BLM for eleven years to create the 2,000-acre
Desert Lily Sanctuary in the Chuckwalla Valley of California, now
preserved by the California Desert Protection Act.
The Desert Protective Council spearheaded a successful
campaign to stop a plan for a road from the top of the Santa
Rosa Mountains down through Coyote Canyon in Anza-Borrego
Desert State Park, thereby protecting a beautiful desert riparian
area and a haven for the endangered Peninsular Bighorn Sheep.
In the late 1960s, DPC’s Anza-Borrego Committee evolved and
broke away to become the Anza-Borrego Foundation (ABF).
DPC considers ABF a sister organization. This successful land
trust has worked to purchase and transfer over 50,000 acres of
private lands, in and around Borrego Springs, to Anza-Borrego
Desert State Park.
Between 2000 and 2004, the DPC participated as a member
in the state Department of Parks and Recreation’s OHV Stakeholders’ Roundtable, reviewing all the regulations governing
the California OHV Program.
In 2001, the DPC underwent major changes when it, along
with two other conservation organizations, settled a lawsuit
against the Gold Fields Mining Corporation concerning their efforts to create a huge landfill in eastern Imperial County, California. Each organization obtained $1.6 million dollars with the
stipulation that the funds would be used for the protection of
the environment and public health in Imperial County. With this
award, the DPC Board decided in 2004 to hire its first-ever fulltime staff person, Terry Weiner, to coordinate the use of the
“Mesquite Fund” for worthy projects.
Over the past decade, the DPC has supported many major
and minor projects in Imperial County including a donation of
$86,000 to finish building the interior of the Imperial Valley College Desert Museum in Ocotillo. The DPC also granted $150,000
over three years to the Center for Biological Diversity to hire an
Imperial County legal desert advocate. Additionally, DPC supported several desert educational artistic projects, including Andrew
Harvey’s Algodones Dunes traveling photographic exhibit and two
projects by Christina Lange: her Visions of the Salton Sea photographic exhibit and her Portraits of the Salton Sea book featuring
the human residents and visitors at the Salton Sea area.
Between 2004 and 2016, DPC has been a major donor (over
$150,000) to the ABF Camp Borrego, an environmental “tent”
camp for fifth graders in Anza-Borrego Desert State Park. This
funding has enabled over 900 Imperial Valley fifth-graders to experience the wonders of the desert for two days.
DPC’s legacy project in Imperial County is the Salton Basin Living Laboratory Field Trip Program (SBLL). In 2008, it contracted with desert naturalist/educator, Pat Flanagan, to create a

place-based, science curriculum studying the geology, ecology,
and the human history of the Salton Basin. This curriculum was
created to supplement Imperial County’s 4th through 6th grade
general science curriculums. The SBLL Program is a model for
other place-based elementary school science education program. The field trip to Anza-Borrego Desert State Park was a high
point of the SBLL program each year.
Considering the imminent threats and urgent need to educate the public and our representatives about the desert, in 2013
DPC spearheaded a campaign to raise seed money for Backcountry Pictures www.backcountrypictures.com to create and produce a documentary film about the beauty and fragility of the
Mojave and Sonoran deserts. A video trailer has been produced,
and plans to continue the project are underway.
What has not changed over six decades?
The desire by corporations and interest groups to exploit the
desert for its unique resources have not changed, although the
type and magnitude of proposed projects may vary, and in view
of the cumulative impacts from past, these have become increasingly menacing to the integrity of our southwest deserts.
What has changed?
What stands out about the ability of the early DPC to be effective was an on-the-ground, intimate knowledge of the desert. Many early members of the Desert Protective Council lived
in desert cities, but most members joined because they were
avid desert explorers, hikers, and naturalists who ventured out
to camp under the stars. They knew the desert from personal
experience and could offer credible testimony to the values of its
terrain, plants, animals, and geological features.
This is in contrast to a dominant feature of many large,
well-funded national environmental organizations. These are frequently based in large cities, far from the desert, and too many of
their directors and staff have never spent time in the desert. This
lack of direct experience of the desert and the lack of connection
with nature in general has led many of them to undervalue these
places. While the DPC has undergone changes, its mission and
premise remain valid.
The Mesquite fund has now been fully utilized and is no
longer available for projects. Additionally, the Desert Protective
Council has experienced a decline in membership. It has become
increasingly difficult to recruit enthusiastic members with a diversity of talents to re-energize the organization. As of March,
2017, the DPC will dissolve, and its remaining assets will be
conveyed to Basin & Range Watch, a grassroots c(3) organization with a compatible mission. It is with regret that the Desert
Protective Council says “goodbye,” and it is with gratitude and
confidence that they hand the torch to Basin & Range Watch.
Basinandrangewatch.org
Terry Weiner resides in San Diego and is a long-time desert lover and
activist. She has served as the Imperial County Projects and Conservation Coordinator for the Desert Protective Council since 2005.
She now serves on the Board of Directors for Basin & Range Watch
and is looking forward finding more time for desert exploration and
camping.
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BY PAT FLANAGAN

THE PERFECT (DUST) STORM
FUGITIVE DUST AND THE MORONGO BASIN COMMUNITY
OF DESERT HEIGHTS

I

I live in the Morongo Basin community of Desert Heights on top of
a Sand Transport Path (STP). This geologic feature is a wind-driven sand deposit over 140 miles long that begins at Emerson Dry
Lake in the 29 Palms Marine Base, twenty-three miles north of
the Sunfair community in the Joshua Tree basin. At Twentynine
Palms Highway the STP turns east, passing through Twentynine
Palms and Wonder Valley, flowing over playas, dune fields, and
between mountain ranges while crossing the Mojave Desert to
the Mule Mountains near Mesa Verde and the Colorado River1
(the blue line in Figure 1). Where the topography inhibits the
sand flow, such as at the Bullion and Sheep Hole Mountains, sand
ramps form against the mountain slopes, often spilling through
the lower passes. This Sand Transport Path, like others in the east
Mojave, is stabilized by the omnipresent creosote bush-galleta
grass plant community.2 When its tangle of stabilizing roots is removed, the sand and dust become fugitive with the wind. Clones
of the long lived creosote bush are scattered throughout the STP,
testifying to the length of the sands’ stability in this area.3
It is time that I, my neighbors, and in fact all residents (including students, asthmatics, and the elderly living east of Joshua Tree Basin) start thinking of ourselves in a new way. We are
“sensitive receptors.”4 We live downwind of increasingly common

fugitive dust that coats our lungs when we breathe, reduces visibility to mere feet when driving, and covers the indoor surfaces
of our homes and public buildings.
Windy, dusty days are expected in the desert. However, the
increasing amount and longevity of events in the past 3-4 years
is striking. Since 2013, three solar energy facilities, covering 350
acres, have been constructed in Morongo Basin communities.
Construction required 100% grading of the surface and removal of all vegetation. All three emitted dust during construction
and continue now, even after operation for 3+ years, to emit dust
during high wind events.
Windblown dust, also called fugitive dust and Particulate
Matter 10 (PM10 – the 10 refers to the micron size of the particles)5, is considered hazardous to human health and the environment. It is both federally and state regulated. PM10 sources
include unpaved roads, construction sites, disturbed areas, and
now utility and industrial scale solar sites. It is significant that the
Mojave Desert is in non-attainment for PM10 under both federal
and state standards.
The Mojave Desert Air Quality Management District (hereafter called the MDAQMD or simply “the District”) monitors air pollutants in compliance with Federal and state laws and standards.

Figure 1: You can drive the STP by following the blue line on this Google Map. From Joshua Tree, drive east on Hwy. 62 to Hwy.
177, go south to Desert Center, and finally east on the I-10 to Mesa Verde and the Colorado River.
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Of the six criteria pollutants,6 our interest here is with particulate
matter. The District monitors dust emissions and shares responsibility for dust control with local governments. Geographically
the District covers 20,000 square miles of desert terrain in San
Bernardino and Riverside Counties. The urban areas of the West
Mojave contain over 500,000 persons, while the complicated basin and range topography of the East Mojave is sparsely populated. The District’s six air quality monitoring stations are located in
Trona, Lancaster, Victorville, Phelan, Lucerne Valley, and Twentynine Palms (Figure 2).
When estimating dust emissions for construction projects,
county planners rely on the District’s directive to use the Victorville station’s readings and meteorological data for long term
ambient baseline measurements. Calculated emission estimates7
guide the mitigation plans designed to protect the affected population from fugitive dust. The Victorville station is located on asphalt and is 300 feet from a road with an average annual daily
traffic count of 1000 vehicles. The station monitors a 0.3 to 3.5
square mile area with a relatively uniform land use.8 Victorville’s
monitoring records show zero (0.0) days above the 24-hour fed-

It is time that I, my neighbors, and
in fact all residents (including
students, asthmatics, and the elderly
living east of Joshua Tree Basin)
start thinking of ourselves in a new
way. We are “sensitive receptors.”
eral and state PM10 standards.9 Emission readings, for an area
72 miles north of the Sand Transport Path, with different wind
speeds and directions, is not a valid long term PM10 baseline for
the Morongo Basin.10
Fugitive dust control plans are regulated by the District’s
Rule 403.211 adopted in 1996. Plan requirements include repeated watering to keep soils moist, and that construction stops
when winds exceed twenty-five mph. Chemical stabilization and/
or a gravel covering for dust control are now recommended for
new solar sites. However, research to support guidance on the
proven safety and effectiveness of these measures is not provided with the Rule. Without a monitoring station in the STP, the District’s office depends on residents to report violations. Experience
indicates that relying on neighbor alerts from our rural area is
not a proven, effective strategy for monitoring and enforcement
of fugitive dust violations.
Under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the
governmental lead agency for a project prepares an Initial Study
(IS) to determine the environmental consequences of that project. The IS follows city or county guidelines as well as the state
CEQA guidelines. There are eighteen environmental factors with
issues to be addressed, including air quality and geology/soils.

Figure 2: Green squares show the locations of monitoring
stations in the MDAQMD. The District includes the desert in
both San Bernardino and Riverside Counties.
Each issue is analyzed for potentially significant impacts to the
environment. If it is found that a project will not have an effect
on the environment, then a “negative declaration” is prepared.
If the project could have an effect, but the effect can be mitigated, then a “mitigated negative declaration” is prepared. Or the
lead agency can find that the project may have an effect on the
environment and require an Environmental Impact Report. Without real time data, ‘could’ always trumps ‘may’ and planners can
decide the project will not violate or contribute to an existing or
projected air quality standard, and thus check the “less than significant with mitigation” box. Developers prefer not to incur the
expense and time of an EIR, which calls for another round of public comments, responses, and findings before the project can be
approved or denied by the County Planning Commission and/or
Board of Supervisors.
CEQA requires the geology and soils of the proposed project
site be studied to determine if the project “will result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil.” But neither Riverside County, San Bernardino County, nor the District recognize the STP’s
as emission sources. The County’s findings for projects detail
the controls and regulations for water erosion, which is insignificant in permeable sandy soils. The “less than significant” box is
checked only by ignoring the STP.
Preparation of the Initial Study requires that the project’s
PM10 emissions be estimated for construction and operation. To
forecast emissions, a baseline is necessary. The District directs
that the baseline emission should be “the average values from
data for two years directly preceding the source’s application… [and]
sources lacking specific daily activity records may substitute other
records that establish daily PM10 emissions.”12 As shown, there are
no monitoring stations to establish the source’s specific daily activities for the previous two years (or any amount of time) along
the entire length of the STP.13 The District’s approved monitoring
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THE DEATH VALLEY FLOWER BLOOM
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

12

Birgitta has volunteered in Death Valley National Park since 2008. Currently she and her
husband, photographer Neal Nurmi, are working together documenting Death Valley’s backcountry cabins and other structures.

Bee Flies on a Mojave Aster. This picture was taken late in the season and
Taken
from Father
Lookout
at a higher
altitudeCrowley
than the
others.Point on the west sid.
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NEAL NURMI

was spring rain just about every other
week through February and March. This
kept the wildflowers blooming later into
the season. In 2016 there was no spring
rain. Could the lack of spring rain affect
the pollinators?”
Terry Griswold, the bee researcher, offered yet another perspective with
regard to the solitary native bees. He
explained: “Since the previous years
were very dry, there was not much food
available, and this could have negatively
affected the bee population. We do not
know how long immature bees can remain dormant. Single female bees lay
their eggs in nests, often excavated in
the ground, where they hatch and feed
on the pollen and nectar provided. The
larvae then remain dormant at least until
the next year. What triggers emergence is
still unknown.”
We actually do not have a great deal
of knowledge about the desert plants
and flowers either. We know that desert plants have developed many ways
of dealing with feast or famine. We also
know (or perhaps we think we know) that
conditions such as the amount and timing
of rain, the violence of the storms, temperatures before and after the rain, and

NEAL NURMI

Author examining a single plant
of Desert Gold

the absence of the desiccating wind, have to be absolutely right for seeds to germinate and a bloom to occur. In addition, different species have different requirements for
seeds to be activated. Not all seeds germinate at the same time. There are differences
between the cycles of species. There is also a percentage of seeds that simply remains
dormant until another year.
But what about a bloom like this? The display in 2016 looked like the plants went for
broke and gave it their all. It was an orgy, a jubilant symphony of flower sex. What will be
the effect of the absence of pollinators during the most productive period of the bloom?
What will be the impact on the seed bank? No one knows.
Meanwhile conditions appeared to have been different still at higher altitudes. May
and June saw a multitude of flowers coming up, and there was no shortage of pollinators. One small canyon in the Grapevine area had a wonderful array of many different
species of flowers. And much to the relief of some observers there was a clearly audible
feverish buzzing.
The lives of desert flowers, and perhaps this also applies to the lives of pollinators,
are difficult to get to know and almost impossible to study in the field. When countless ecological variables can combine in an infinite number of ways, unpredictability is
the norm.
As I am sitting at my desk I can hear the patter of rain on the roof. A thin line of
water is starting to trickle down the road. Puddles are starting to form. This is the second
episode of rain in the final weeks of 2016. What will the desert look like in the spring
of 2017?

THE PERFECT (DUST) STORM
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11

In addition to the anticipated fugitive dust rising from
planned projects in the District, the nearby shrinking Salton Sea
will also add to the region’s PM10 non-attainment status as the
playa is further exposed. A perfect dust storm(s) is in the making.
The footnotes referenced in this article can be found online at
www.desertreport.org in the section labeled “Notes.”
Pat Flanagan has been resident in the Mojave Desert since 2002. She
represents her Desert Heights community on the Morongo Basin Municipal Advisory Council, is a board member of the Morongo Basin
Conservation Association, and is the naturalist for the 29 Palms Inn
on the Oasis of Mara.

TAKE ACTION
If you see fugitive dust from a solar energy facility
in the Mojave Desert AQMD, please report to 1-800635-4617. There are written forms on their website.
Visit the site to become familiar with the District
boundaries.
http://www.mdaqmd.ca.gov/index.aspx?page=239

MARINNA WAGNER

station for substitute records is in Victorville. Without monitoring
stations in the Sand Transport Path, it is impossible to establish
accurate emission estimates14 that support responsible planning.
In preparation for solar development on private and public
land, the District needs: 1) an updated Dust Control Rule 403.2;
2) evaluation and inclusion of the STPs as emission sources
throughout the District; and 3) research that demonstrates the
effectiveness of the currently approved dust mitigation measures
on large solar sites over time.
The largest of the Desert Renewable Energy Conservation
Project’s (DRECP) Development Focus Areas is along the I-10 on
the STP. Sand Transport has been studied for two projects off the
I-10 but only with respect to preserving habitat for the fringetoed lizard.15 These studies do not account for fugitive dust emissions. The Desert Renewable Action Team in their Best Management Practices and Guidance Manual recommends that a project
on federal land document the local topography and physical
parameters of emission sources and use monitoring data from
appropriate monitoring sites. If such sites are not available, a
meteorological station to collect and document at least one year
of data for baseline air quality conditions should be established.
Since there are no PM10 monitoring sites east of the Twentynine
Palms Marine Base, now is the time to strategically place monitoring stations for real time measurements to support current
planning and future enforcement. It can be argued that project
developers are the logical source for funding.

Mojave Dust
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BY NEIL HAVLIK

SOLAR FACILITIES ON THE CARRIZO PLAIN
A WIN-WIN SITUATION?

14

cilities was lively and lengthy. It included the imposition of more than 125 conditions
of approval, ranging from environmental mitigations to bus-pooling for workers (more
than 1,000 at the peak of construction) to reduce impacts on traffic. Many of the environmental conditions were enhanced by the settlement of litigation that followed the
County’s approval of the projects. The result has been the creation of a second cohort
of conserved lands second only in size to Carrizo Plain National Monument itself, together with renewed interest in continued expansion of those lands. This is explained more
fully below.
The visual impacts were considerably less than feared. I had imagined fifteen square
miles of solar panels lined up side by side, with heavy use of soil sterilants and herbicides
to control weeds. In short, it could have been a biological wasteland. But this was not the
reality. The solar facilities were arranged in arrays of irregular shape, and separated by
wildlife movement corridors of varying sizes, all of which served to reduce their visual
impact. By agreement with the environ-mental organizations, the solar facilities do not
use pesticides within the arrays or wildlife corridors.
Biological impacts to the local environment were one of the most significant issues
in the approval process. There are several federally listed endangered species in the project area, as well as several other important species of concern, including pronghorn and
tule elk. Extensive research into the needs of these species was conducted and modifications to the project’s layout occurred as a result of the findings of that research. And this
was just within the actual project area. The solar companies agreed to purchase a large
acreage of land for habitat mitigation purposes and commit those lands to permanent
conservation, including sizable endowments to support their long-term management. In
the end, over 30,000 acres of ranch and dry-farmed lands were purchased by the solar

Sheepfrom
grazing
in the
Topaz Lookout
solar array
Taken
Father
Crowley
Point on the west side.
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When several proposals for solar power
facilities in the Carrizo Plain area of eastern San Luis Obispo County, California,
became publicly known in 2009, those
proposals raised many questions. How
big would they be? How would they be
managed? What would be the environmental and social impacts of their creation? Would they be a benefit to the
community or a detriment?
It took several years of investigation,
research, and public debate to begin to
answer these questions. At that time the
author served as a member of a citizen’s
advisory group for Carrizo Plain National
Monument. The Carrizo Plain had over
the years attracted a dedicated group of
volunteers and activists who were fiercely
protective of the Monument and its natural and cultural re-sources. The solar
proposals (known as Topaz Solar Farm
and California Valley Solar Ranch) were
the subject of considerable debate and
discussion within the advisory group, but
in the end the group determined that it
would not enter into the public discussion of the project. The author also made
the personal decision to stay out of the
approval process, knowing that many
others, including several influential environmental groups, were ready to take on
that effort.
Thus when I had the opportunity in
2013 to get involved in the Carrizo Plain
area outside of the Monument, (1) I had
only a general idea of the outcome of
the public approval process, and (2) I was
pleasantly surprised to see that what I
had imagined as the outcome was quite
mistaken.
Overall, in the view of this one observer, the solar facilities have been a significant benefit to the Carrizo Plain.
There are several reasons for this.
The public debate over the solar fa-

the lower edge of the rainfall spectrum suitable for grassland;
four to six inches per year is normal, and the grasses are short,
as is the actual growing season. Occasionally there is a wet year
(like the current one) and the grasses may be several feet tall,
but that is only occasional. The grassland is also largely annual; the native perennials having been diminished by the regular
plowing, disking, and harvesting that went on for many years.
The decision to avoid pesticide use and to tolerate a grass cover
beneath the solar panels has resulted in the establishment of a
new grassland, with more native species and without the heavy
disturbance of the past. It has also allowed for reestablishment
of a native fauna, primarily of rodents, which are the base of the
food chain for larger mammals and birds. In the desert, the primary vegetation is shrubs, which are large and usually cannot be
tolerated in array areas. Thus large areas of shrub-lands are often cleared and destroyed to make way for solar facilities. In the
Carrizo Plain, which had already been converted to grasslands
or farming lands, the solar arrays are leading a return to more
natural growing conditions, even including the restoration of a
shrub component to the vegetation.
While the initial indications are very positive, it remains to
be seen how these efforts will ultimately turn out. The solar companies are required to fund continued research on the endangered species for several more years, and it is hoped that that
information will be able to guide further efforts once the initial
monitoring and reporting obligations are completed. The north
Carrizo Plain is now a giant experiment in restoration, and one
which everyone hopes will be successful.
Neil Havlik, Ph.D., is the former Natural Resources Manager (now retired) for the City of San Luis Obispo, which position he held for seventeen years. A graduate of Cal Poly, Neil earned his doctorate at UC
Berkeley in 1984. He served on the Monument Advisory Committee
for Carrizo Plain National Monument for ten years and is currently
the president of a land trust known as the Carrizo Plain Conservancy.

Topaz Solar facility showing panels, fence, power lines,
and agricultural lands surrounding.
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companies and transferred either to the California Department
of Fish and Wildlife or to local land trusts. The result has been
the establishment of an entirely new conservation complex in the
northern Carrizo Plain area. There is considerable interest in the
expansion and consolidation of these lands and in their ultimate
connection to Carrizo Plain National Monument several miles to
the south.
Other significant efforts have included research into the historical vegetation of the area, which had been greatly altered by
years of dry farming. The findings of this research suggest that
the Carrizo Plain was an open scrubland with native grasses, both
annual and perennial, among the scattered shrubs. Because of
disking and other farming operations, the shrubs have mostly
disappeared from the valley floor. Efforts to restore a semblance
of this original vegetation are getting underway. The recent years
of drought have not helped this effort, but these efforts will continue, using a mix of as many as a dozen native shrub species,
and several native grasses and wildflowers. Livestock grazing will
continue on the conservation lands as a vegetation management
tool only, not as ordinary commercial leasing of grazing privileges. Timing, number of animals, and distribution will play important roles in using livestock (both cattle and sheep) as an effective
management tool.
Agriculture will even continue within the array areas. The
panels provide shade, and grass and wildflowers are doing well
underneath them. So to manage the amount of growth for fire
safety purposes, sheep are brought in to graze off the plants in
the mid- to late spring. Electrical conduits are rodent-proof and
thus rodents such as gophers, ground squirrels, and even the
endangered giant kangaroo rat can be allowed to re-colonize the
array areas. This shows the wisdom of the no pesticide agreement; raptors such as hawks and owls, and predators such as
coyote, bobcats, and the endangered San Joaquin kit fox have
continued to thrive in and around the arrays. As a protection for
the kit foxes, the fencing around the arrays is designed so that
the kit foxes can get through them but the larger coyotes and
bobcats cannot. This has worked well, and several kit fox-es are
known to have taken up residence within the array areas.
Miles of pronghorn-friendly fencing has replaced standard
barbed wire along Highway 58 and many property and pasture
boundaries. Pronghorn and other wildlife have also benefitted
from the installation of numerous wildlife water troughs, providing good sources of water throughout much of the area. The
eventual establishment of a shrub component to vegetation in
the mitigation areas will aid in pronghorn calf survival by making
the calves harder to been seen by possible predators; the openness of the ground has been a major problem affecting reproductive success of pronghorn in the area.
I believe that the advent of the solar facilities on the Carrizo
Plain has been beneficial on the whole. Do I wish they could have
been located somewhere else? As one who loves the wildness of
the Carrizo, of course I do. But as the world moves forward toward more renewable energy, the Carrizo solar plants are making an important contribution. They are here to stay for at least
the next thirty-five to forty years.
I attribute most of the success of the Carrizo Plain efforts to
the vegetation of recent years, which is grassland. This area is on
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BY CHRISTOPHER CIPOLLINI

SHE WALKS ALONE
FOR MARTA BECKETT

Winds passing through the sagebrush. Sands that empty into banks of nothing.
Amid the whitewashed stone we overlook, a singular figure sounds a clarion call to splendor that only she can see and sense. She stands,
as she did as a child, in the corner of her room in the village. It is there that she dreams. She sees the world, not as it is, fixed with noise
and contempt, vacant sounds of man made aggression. She sees the world as it could be, if only one could simply extend their hands to
the skies above declaring belief.
She answers the call of the muses, who move graciously before her, tuning their lyres and plucking their harps.” You are meant for majesty. In your life, you will defy expectation. You will entertain royalty. You will achieve sublimation. Your hands outstretched will carve a
world of kings and princes, harlequins and knights, saints and sinners, revelers and royalty. They will ascend one after the other, coming
in choir to greet you in a world you alone will fashion.” She awakes - it is not a vanity.
Amid the bleak outpost, thoughts roiling in her mind she comes to a crossroads, for these are where stories begin.
“When in danger, when in doubt, when in despair-seek out Death”
She spies a building painted ivory, and glances within. Nothing is to be seen. Neither scrapes nor sounds nor winds heard nor whistles
whispering. There is but the dust of time and ware. A nothing place where no vines will climb nor flowers bloom. She hears a voice about
her. A summoning. A call to greatness.
“I offer you life”
She makes the world that is her own. She is adored. She is condemned. She is misconstrued. Yet with hands outstretched, with ribbons
tied, she moves ceaselessly through a hundred positions. She moves through a thousand worlds. She moves through painted veils. She
wanders the sagebrush path, silken shoes tied fast, on parade, donning a thousand costumes. Magician. Princess. Knave. Gossip. Idol.
Vixen. Harlot. Gypsy. Queen. Virgin. Saint.
The people that come to call are taken with her world, and in this she bids them gracious entry - striking passion in even the doughtiest
soul. Yet this is one that is but her own. No Calvary can take it. No army can penetrate it. No sun can beat it. It will not be tamed. For this
dance is hers to claim.
Some nights, a midst the stars, wrapped in wonder, she glimpses the sky the above - the most wondrous theater of all. She ponders how
the moon glows like Egyptian silk. How Orion’s belt dances through the heavens, how the celestial opera is beyond any sable brush. She
dreams of capturing its splendor, as she has captured so much before. In this, the painted revelers nod in approval, applauding for their
maker. To her, they cry as she returns to a realm a dance without pain nor strife. She is blessed. Gliding ever moving. She who gave us life.
They whisper and sing:
Marta. We are here. Marta. Welcome home. Marta, the artist of the sands. Marta. The angels of valley of the sun. Return now, come on
dreaming girl. Come and on there’s much to see.
She’s ascended to the skies now. The dancing girl. Who saw things not as they were-but what they could truly be.

Chris Cipollini is a writer, artist and spoken word poet originally from Granada Hills, California, and currently living in Las Vegas. He has been
writing and creating his whole life. In addition to spoke word performances, he has published two books The Musings and The SecretKingdom.
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THE PASSING OF A LEGEND
MARTA BECKETT

rousing. The life of the courtiers, peasants, soldiers, and circus
performers fill the rest of the theater. Marta became a legend,
and the Opera House became a destination for many thousands
of desert travelers.
Services were held for Marta on the afternoon of February
10, and I was one of perhaps 250 persons who attended. Low
clouds scudded across the sky, and at unexpected moments a distant mountain would shine where sunlight had broken through.
Looking across the empty sand, it was impossible not to wonder
at the isolation and apparent desolation of this tiny crossroad in
the desert. Marta Becket had made this place her home, pursued
her vision of art and dance, and had joined the many others who
either would not or could not leave.
Deserts are special places, and Marta Becket was a unique
and special person. While she certainly had flaws, Marta’s commitment to her art is an inspiration. The sparseness of the setting
in which she performed only emphasizes the contrast between
our confused urban lives of the 21st century and the life which
she chose in the desert. Marta’s story reminds us of a higher
world and a greater vision than most of us can know. Her example and the setting of her life put the concerns of our times in
a broader perspective. Without her example, our lives would be
diminished. It is with sadness that I say, “Marta, goodbye.”

The Opera House that was home to Marta Becket for 48 years.
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On January 30, 2017, Marta Becket passed away. I had seen her
perform at the Amargosa Opera House in 2004, and several years
later, I had hoped to interview her for a story in the Desert Report.
The interview never took place. I learned that she had become
something of a recluse and seldom spoke with anyone outside of
Death Valley Junction. I also discovered that in the past she had
written a book about her life, had given many interviews, and had
been featured in many newspaper and magazine stories. One
more story, even if I could write it, seemed superfluous.
Marta performed classical ballet with several professional
companies in the east and had then gone on tour, giving lessons
and demonstrations in small towns across the country. When she
arrived in Death Valley Junction in 1968, she knew that this was
where she would make her home. She leased and then bought
the community center building there, and it became her stage.
From the time of her arrival until she retired in 2012, Marta performed self-written pantomime ballet three times a week, whether there were two persons in the audience or a hundred. Equally amazing was the artwork that she created inside the theater,
painted to look like a fifteenth century Spanish opera house. We
can see the King and his Queen sitting in a balcony above the rear
door; we see Catholic nuns gossiping at one side of the room,
and on the other side, a group of dandies are drinking and ca-
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DESERT UPDATES
GOLD BUTTE NATIONAL
MONUMENT
Using the Antiquities Act, in December 2016, President
Obama declared nearly 300,000 acres in southeastern Nevada as
Gold Butte National Monument. Located south of Mesquite NV,
the monument will connect Lake Mead National Recreation Area
and the Grand Canyon-Parashant National Monument; protecting a wildlife corridor for desert bighorn sheep and the threatened Mojave Desert tortoise. This area has been inhabited for
hundreds of years and the designation will help protect fragile
resources such as Native American rock art and historic artifacts
from the early 20th century ranching era. Fossils have also been
located in the new monument. The monument includes an area
referred to by many as Little Finland, for its red sandstone geology that has been sculptured into dramatic shapes. Gold Butte is
also near the ranch of Cliven Bundy, who drew national attention
to the area in 2014 when he and his family were involved in an
armed standoff with federal law enforcement. For almost 2 decades, Bundy had continued to graze his cattle on the BLM-managed public land without paying the associated federal grazing
fees-now totaling over $1 million dollars. The trial for that case
began in February in Las Vegas. Bundy’s claim is that the land is
not Federal land but State land, due to state sovereignty. BLM is
beginning the planning process for the new monument and held
a Public Information Forum in Mesquite in February. Stay tuned.

THE IMPERIAL IRRIGATION
DISTRICT WEIGHS IN ON THE
SALTON SEA
Planning for the Salton Sea moves slowly. In 2014 the Imperial Irrigation District (IID) sent a letter to the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) insisting that the Board must require
the State of California to honor its commitment, made in 2003,
to create and begin implementation of a plan for “restoration” of
the Salton Sea.
These agreements signed in 2003, known as the Quantification Settlement Agreement, committed the IID to transfer a
considerable quantity of water to San Diego City, to the Coachella Valley Water District, and to the Metropolitan Water District.
As these transfers would ultimately reduce the water available
to the Salton Sea, the IID agreed to directly transfer a quantity
of water to the Sea but only through the year 2017. Conservation
measures would be the means by which the IID would meet its
transfer obligations. Recently the IID has suggested that if the
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State of California does not fulfill its commitments, the other
partners to the 2003 agreement might not be bound by its terms.
On November 10, 2016, the IID informed the SWRCB that
planning for the “management” of the Salton Sea was badly deficient, and the IID listed a number of specific requirements that
would be needed if it were to be acceptable. It is significant that
“management” had replaced the earlier word “restoration.”
On December 9, 2016, the SWRCB published its plan for the
Salton Sea, and on January 6, 2017, the IID responded with a long
letter. The thrust of the letter was that the plan would have to be
much more specific, include detailed construction plans, list target
dates, and include consequences for failure meet targets. Currently the three states in the lower Colorado River Basin are engaged
in negotiations to meet expected water shortages in Lakes Powell
and Meade. The IID was rather direct in saying that it could not
participate in these negotiations until a satisfactory plan for the
Salton Sea had been achieved. The next move is up to the state.

SEARCHLIGHT WIND
LITIGATION
Although it was always unlikely that Searchlight Wind LLC
would further appeal the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals’s October
26, 2016, dismissal of its appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court, the
90 day period for such a further appeal ended on January 24th
without Searchlight Wind appealing to the Supreme Court. This
conclusively ends any chance that the district court’s decision vacating the Record of Decision and right-of-way for the Searchlight
Wind project will be reversed by a higher court. This means that
Searchlight Wind will need to begin a new environmental review
process if it wishes to proceed and obtain a new right-of-way.

AVIAN MORTALITY AT
CRESCENT DUNES SOLAR
The Crescent Dunes Solar Project is a 110 megawatt concentrated solar thermal power tower north of Tonopah, Nevada.
Over 17,000 mirrors (heliostats) focus solar radiation on a central
receiver tower. The project uses a steam turbine to produce energy. Heat is stored in thermal storage tanks containing molten
salt. The project is said to generate electricity several hours after
the sun sets. A salt leak in December has shut down the project,
and it is still off line as of the beginning of February.
The project is built on 1,600 acres of land administered by
the Bureau of Land Management and was approved by the Inte-
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rior Department in December, 2010.
Basin and Range Watch has been following this project from
the planning, construction, and operational phase as well as unmitigated environmental impacts.
Concentrated solar power towers have created impacts to
avian wildlife, and this is well documented at the Ivanpah Solar
project. When sunlight is reflected by thousands of heliostats
onto a receiving tower, the concentrated sunlight heats the boiler
that drives the generator. Injuries to birds caused by the concentrated sunlight include melting of feathers and chronic wasting
of tissue. Birds could also be attracted to a “lake effect” produced
by the heliostats. Thirty acres of evaporation ponds also attract
many birds.
In 2015, biologists monitoring the project witnessed 130
birds vaporizing in the flux during a test. Since that time, Solar Reserve has effectively diffused the flux during the project’s
“stand by” mode by spreading it out to a larger region which produces less energy. There is no way to mitigate the flux during
the project’s “operational phase”. When the energy is focuses on
the receiver tower, a cone shaped flux equivalent to over 1,000
degrees surrounds the tower.

Several organizations have made significant contributions for the
printing expenses of Desert Report.

INSTITUTIONAL SPONSORS
Mojave Group of San Gorgonio Chapter of Sierra Club
Tahquitz Group of San Gorgonio Chapter of Sierra Club
Toiyabe Chapter of the Sierra Club
San Gorgonio Chapter of Sierra Club
Desert Tortoise Council
Sierra Club California
Rose Foundation for Communities and Environment
California Wildlands Grassroots Fund
Many individuals have also contributed to Desert Report during
the past six months, and their support is both essential and
appreciated. A sponsor is a donor of $100+. A contributor is a
donor less than $100.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 21
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Prairie falcon burned at Crescent Dunes
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Power tower showing solar flux
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OUTINGS
DESERTS
OUTINGS

California & Nevada Regional Conservation Committee
Desert Committee
Sierra Club outings are open to non-members unless
otherwise noted. The Sierra Club requires participants to sign a standard liability waiver at the beginning of each trip. To read the liability waiver before
you choose to participate, go to http://www.sierra
club.org/outings/chapter/forms, or call 415-977-5528
to request a printed version.
For any questions concerning an outing, contact
the leader. For questions about Desert Committee
outings in general, or to receive the outings list by e-mail, please
contact Kate Allen at kj.allen96@gmail.com or 661-944-4056. For
the most current listing, visit the Desert Report website at www.
desertreport.org and click on outings.
The Sierra Club California Seller of Travel number is CST
2087766-40. (Registration as a seller of travel does not constitute
approval by the State of California.)

DESERT BLM MONUMENT SERVICE

March 24-26, Friday-Sunday
Our series of trips to California desert with Needles BLM staff continues. CA/NV Wilderness Committee joins with Mojave Group for
special celebration and service venture in newly designated Mojave Trails National Monument - Afton Canyon area. Central commissary, fee. Exact car-camp site still a mystery - contact Vicky
at vicky.hoover@sierraclub.org or 415-977-5527 for project news
and to sign up. Mojave Group/CNRCC Wilderness Committee

MOJAVE NATIONAL PRESERVE SPRING WEEKEND

March 29-April 2, Wednesday-Sunday
Visit the California desert when temperatures are cooler and wild
flowers may be blooming. We will visit some of the well-known
features of the park like the Hole-in-the-Wall, Kelso Dunes, Joshua tree forests, and Lava Tube. We are staying in a group campground ($20 per person) which includes vault toilets, trash receptacles, potable water, fire ring, grill, picnic shelter with tables. We
have the campsite from 2pm Wednesday until noon on Sunday.
Wednesday is a free day. Arrive anytime and explore the park on
your own. Maximum hiking distance is 8 miles with 1500’ elevation gain. Deposit required to confirm participation. Limited to
20 people. Net proceeds will support the Sierra Club Desert Report. Email or call leader for reservation information. Leader: Rich
Juricich, rich.sierraclub@pacbell.net, 916-492-2181. Sacramento
Group/CNRCC Desert Committee
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BRIGHT STAR WILDERNESS
RESTORATION PROJECT

May 5-7, Friday-Monday
We will be working on the Bright Star Corridor fence
that was burned in the Erskine Fire of 2016. We will
rebuild the fence which blocked access to a cabin site
that has been removed but still faces vehicle trespass
issues. This project will be the beginning of an even
longer fence line that will extend across the corridor
route to help protect the now vulnerable burned area. For questions or to sign up contact leader: Kate Allen, kj.allen96@gmail.
com or 661-944-4056. CNRCC Desert Committee.

MT. GRAFTON WILDERNESS SERVICE

May 26-29, Friday-Monday
Join the CNRCC Wilderness Committee’s Memorial Day service
trip in eastern Nevada’s Mt. Grafton Wilderness - another in our
ongoing series with the wilderness staff from BLM’s Ely office.
Useful work in a scenic area - a great way to celebrate Memorial
Day out in the wilds. Optional central commissary. Contact Vicky
Hoover, 415-977-5527, vicky.hoover@sierraclub.org. Project specifics available later.

ESCALANTE BACKPACK

June 16-22, Friday-Thursday
The first part of this 37 mile backpack covers 11 miles in Harris Wash, then 12 miles along the Escalante River, and finally 14
miles out 25 Mile Wash. The entry and exit washes have narrows,
large alcoves, and side canyons that become slot canyons. Along
the river we will take day hikes to explore Choprock Canyon and
Neon Canyon. Be prepared to get your feet wet - hiking may be
easier in the river if the banks are choked with tamarisk. Trip requires a car shuttle, high clearance vehicles best. Limit 10. Leader David Hardy, hardyhikers@embarqmail.com, 702-875-4826;
email preferred.

CENTRAL NEVADA BACKPACK:
TWIN RIVERS LOOP, ARC DOME

July 2-6, Sunday-Thursday
This area has been described as one of “deep, rugged canyons,
high bald peaks, elk and wet feet.” The trip begins on the North
Twin River, near Carver, about an hour’s drive northeast of Tonopah, at an elevation around 6300 ft. After arriving at the trailhead we will hike in 2 or 3 miles to our first camp. The next day
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we will hike around another 5 miles and camp. On day 3 we do
a day hike (bring a day-pack) to the top of 11,773 ft Arc Dome,
12 miles with 4100 ft. elevation gain. Day 4 sees the start down
South Twin, with a camp after several miles. The last day is the
hike out. 16 miles, 3000 ft. elevation gain with backpacks. The
group has the option to do the trip in the opposite direction. Elevation gain to the top of Arc Dome is 300 ft less. Possibility of
car pool or caravan from Las Vegas, details on trip sheet. Limit
12. Leader David Hardy, hardyhikers@embarqmail.com, 702-8754826; email preferred.

NON-SIERRA CLUB ACTIVITIES

The following activities are not sponsored by the Sierra Club. The
Sierra Club has no information about the planning of these activities and makes no representations or warranties about the quality, safety, supervision or management of such activities. They
are published only as a reader service because they may be of
interest to the readers of this publication.

RIDGECREST BLM VOLUNTEER
WILDERNESS PROJECTS

Owens Peak Wilderness: Sand & Short Canyons
April 7-9
The Owens Peak Wilderness is a popular area just west of Ridgecrest, California. Sand Canyon is annually used by an environmental education program that brings elementary and middle
school students out to the desert to teach them about its history
and ecology. Short Canyon is known for its abundant wildflower
blooms after a good rainfall year such as the one we have had
this year. To help beautify and preserve these beloved places, we
will be removing graffiti, cleaning out campsites, and restoring
illegal vehicle routes. This will be two days of work with a hike on
the third day. For more information, please contact Katy Meyer at
kmeyer@blm.gov or (760) 384-5474.
Piper & Sylvania Wildernesses
April 21-23, 24-25 optional
Piper and Sylvania Mountain Wildernesses are located east of
Bishop, CA. The two are neighbors and border the northern
boundary of Death Valley National Park. We will aim to visit both
Piper and Sylvania to work on old and new restoration sites.
There will be two full days of work and a hike on the third day.
This trip could also be extended by two days depending on volunteer availability and interest, as well as abundant restoration
sites. For more info, please contact Katy Meyer at kmeyer@blm.
gov or (760) 384-5474.
Surprise Canyon Wilderness: Happy Canyon
May 27-29
Happy Canyon in the Panamint Mountains is the neighbor to the
popular Surprise Canyon. Happy Canyon boasts a beautiful riparian area that has unfortunately been invaded by the tamarisk. For
this project, we will be removing this invasive tamarisk, a continuation of previous work that has occurred in the canyon. For more
info, please contact either Katy Meyer at kmeyer@blm.gov, (760)
384-5474 or Marty Dickes at mdickes@blm.gov, (760) 384-5444.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19

A PROPOSED ARMARGOSA
BASIN NATIONAL MONUMENT
The historical towns of Shoshone, Tecopa Hot Springs, and
Tecopa are situated in the heart of the Amargosa Basin. From the
turn of the century until the early 1980’s, mining was the economic engine that ensured the sustainability of these communities.
But when mining dried up, the very existence of these communities was in jeopardy and, in order to survive, the residents turned
to tourism. It quickly became clear that the natural and historical
resources of the area were its most valuable assets for achieving financial sustainability of the communities and for retaining
their way of life. This realization has led to a campaign by both
residents and visitors alike to protect this unique yet threatened
region by having it declared a national monument. The Nevada
border, Death Valley National Park, and the power transmission
lines that run just north of Baker, California, will delineate the
borders of this proposed monument that is becoming known as
the Amargosa Basin National Monument.
The Amargosa Basin already includes a wild and scenic river,
eight wilderness areas, and a national trail, all belonging to the
National Conservation Lands system. Administered by the Bureau
of Land Management, this system was created in 2000 to protect the crown jewels of public lands. Its mission is to “conserve,
protect and restore these nationally significant landscapes that
have outstanding cultural, ecological and scientific values for the
benefit of current and future generations.” These designations
are a testament to the many treasures in the Amargosa Basin, a
unique and beautiful landscape with a rich cultural history that
deserves to be stewarded and protected within a holistic framework for posterity by being designated a National Monument.

NEXT DESERT COMMITTEE MEETINGS
SPRING MEETING
MAY 20 & 21, 2017
The spring meeting is at Black Canyon, Mojave
National Preserve. The Chair is Craig Deutsche.

SUMMER MEETING
AUGUST 5 & 6, 2017
The summer meeting is at the Nelson group camp
in the White Mountains. The Chair will be Terry
Frewin.
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OCOTILLO WIND ENERGY FACILITY

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

when aircraft were present. The Laufer System9 was approved by
the FAA in January of 2016. Pattern constructed the whole first
phase of Ocotillo Wind consisting of ninety-four turbines in a record 6 1/2 months, but it has been over a year, and the very irritating red lights still shine.
Death in the Air
Many birds have been struck by the wind turbine blades, and
bats lungs have exploded as they fly near the turbines. A carcass
survey between 10/05/14 and 09/22/15, obtained by a FOIA request, indicated that sixty-nine birds and bats were found on the
agreed upon survey sites, under or near the wind turbines. Every
wind turbine site on the facility was not searched every day. We
can assume that scavengers consumed many of the carcasses
prior to the survey. Bird kills don’t appear to be a huge problem
in Ocotillo, but we all hate the killing of any wildlife.
The once numerous Red Tailed Hawks have disappeared.
Were they killed by spinning wind turbine blades? There were
once so many jackrabbits that it was overwhelming. Now there
are no jackrabbits, and the coyotes have also disappeared completely. The last time we saw one, it was skinny and sickly looking,
almost certainly for lack of food. The ecosystem is gone.
The Lesson
This project was a disaster from the beginning. Speed and
greed are a recipe for environmental, economic, and social failures. Applications for future wind developments must learn from
this experience and be much, much more diligent and responsible in their planning and execution.
Parke Ewing happily spent forty years in the construction industry.
His home is in Ocotillo, California, and he has now taken on an activist goal of informing the public about the disadvantages of living
near wind turbines. His wife Linda has also worked as a business
manager in the construction industry.
Together their hobbies are gardening, photography, and jeeping as
he and his wife explore the many sites in Imperial Valley. They enjoy
family, grandkids, and friends.

Laura Cunningham is Executive Director and Co-founder of Basin &
Range Watch, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization dedicated to conservation of the Mojave, Colorado, and Great Basin Deserts. She has
worked in the fields of wildlife and fishery biology, and is author of A
State of Change: Forgotten Landscapes of California (Heyday, 2010).
Red Lights of Ocotillo (only 1/3 of the project shown)
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plant populations (such as the white-margined beardtongue),
and many other under-recognized species, populations, habitats,
and resources that are culturally significant to local Native American tribes.
I became friends with Terry Weiner of the Desert Protective
Council (DPC) several years ago through the think tank Solar
Done Right, and I have never met such a passionate and experienced protector of the deserts—especially those places such
as the Imperial Valley, which are often overlooked. We formulated plans to cooperate in order to conserve the desert against
threats, and when the unfortunate timing of DPC’s dissolution
came, we talked about options to continue the important legacy
and enormous history of work of this unique and irreplaceable
desert group.
The following are some of the reasons people come to the
desert, and then stay for years to explore it more. From some of
our board members and advisors:
Ruth Nolan “My passion for the California deserts stems from
my lifelong roots in the region. This has been my deep-rooted home
since my childhood in the 1970s, when I began to explore my Mojave
Desert surroundings with a piqued imagination and sense of wonder
at the magical, awe-inspiring landscape around me. These deserts
are an inspirational and essential healing landscape that’s unrivaled,
and cherished - rightly so - internationally. For me, as a California
desert wildland firefighter, educator, writer, and mother, advocating
for the protection of my homeland comes naturally and fiercely, and
it’s something I’ll always do.”
Shaun Gonzales “The desert is where I go to exchange the burden of material preoccupation for a moment of clarity, inspired by
the awesome expanse of wildlands.”
Terry Frewin “The stars speak of man’s insignificance in the
long eternity of time; the desert speaks of his insignificance right
now.”
Terry Weiner “I love the desert because of its austerity, its vastness, its subtle palette of colors of rock, sand, plants; because of the
elusiveness of its animals, its contrasts of extremes of heat and cold
and its sand-blasting winds and intimidating quiet. The desert has
beguiled my soul and my imagination and holds an ineffable power
over me unlike any other earthly environment.
“We must preserve the desert for its own sake - for its wildness
and mesmerizing beauty. We must protect the desert as a sacred
place where people can retreat from the racket, clutter and ugliness
of human infrastructure and where they can experience solitude,
hone their senses, and lose their normal minds in the desert’s deep
silence and black-sky nights.”
As long as desert supporters continue to work together towards conserving the arid lands of the Southwest, and pass the
baton onto future generations, we will have a chance of preserving this unique cactus-studded landscape.
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